you may know that Natural Health offers substantial, widely believed, believable and scientific evidence for a
very different view on germs, contagion, illness, etc. Many know this, but among them very few really get it. It
makes no difference-- it won’t be garnering any press at all!

________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

Pandemic Panic – Urgent, Suppressed Realities
Some are saying that today’s panic has beginnings in illness from big 5g tech
connections. To be clear: its not that the tech causes Corona – it doesn’t. But it does cause
symptoms similar to illnesses from CV. The radical, scary illnesses in China, many say, were
from their big 5G roll-out this year. Also the cruise ships had that. we’re hearing other hard hit
areas have the tech too; pretty sure Washington, Italy and maybe Iran are connected. Missing
that fact and blaming all the sicknesses on the virus that appeared in 2019 helped trigger the
panic. That, and the overblown media focus on fear, germs and disease, not the building of
health has increased stress big time, making people way more susceptible to contracting
illness.
Stress n

Technology Roll- Outs, Illness & CV
The symptoms of the first and most scary illnesses were seen in China, South Korea,
cruise ships and now later in Italy, etc., were notably places newly connected with the new
technology. That sickness was not specifically CV though the virus could also have been
contracted by those with weakened immune systems from their exposure to the dangerous
tech waves. But much of that early sickness was not Cv-- it was likely direct fallout from the
frequencies beamed. Many early victims weren’t tested with testing still scant or unreliable.
And the Chinese known for truth- telling around what they don’t want us to know. Regarding
the technology and the true symptoms-- were talking about huge business and big companies
also trying big time to hide just how dangerous it is to life. 26,000 scientists have already
registered protest and been wholly blown off.
Electro -Magnetic Fields & Scientific Protest
Electro -magnetic fields are now being beamed all over our earth & even from space-- but
their affects on the human body are almost completely un-studied. The field has been around
since the first telegraph message. Still, degrees are offered in everything but that. You can
learn anything the powers that be want you to know-- but this? Zip.
In the face of negative evidence on health impacts, in 2019 26000 scientists signed
petitions opposing the upcoming rollout of 5 it is exponentially worse than any of the other
frequencies because of its relationships and effect on air and water-- the very building blocks

of life. They called for a moratorium-- a complete halt for further studies. They got zip..
A Viral Culprit
So now we have these initial tech- related diseases along with other illnesses from lowered
response, including some with CV all thrown together. It ends up all being blamed on CV,
causing a panic. That view completely discounts the biggest casualties from the dangerous
technology released in that city in China. The CV had already shown up in the world by that
time.* Media and medicine, who we turn to for answers, now takes the spotlight over, spinning
out news and alerts like crazy. As always, they’re focused on their own pocketbooks and
growing their viewer base. Fear grows as other tech- connected and/or non -tech related
illnesses pop up. Whose in line to profit here? Big medicine gains needed admirers and
increased bucks down that line, while media hits a ratings jackpot and big tech gets a free
pass for its new network roll-out.
**** Some even say the virus was purposely released near the time of China’s huge roll- out to cover the
sicknesses they knew would come up. Also you may know that Natural Health offers substantial, widely
believed, believable and scientific evidence for a very different view on germs, contagion, illness, etc. Many
know this, but among them very few really get it. It makes no difference-- it won’t be garnering any press at all!

Symptoms Compared: Tech -Related illnesses vs. CV
 CV are strains of a cold virus and pneumonia related disease. This one is dubbed as 19,
now is seen as causing all the illness in China and so on. But other than lowering resistance
in people, which can lead to contracting illness including CV-- but of course 5G itself does not
cause CV.
The common and foremost symptom in both the virus & the tech-related illnesses is acute
respiratory distress. But the tech- related cases and some CV sufferers had dry cough, even
while they gasped for breath. That’s unheard of in most colds and pneumonia which are
characterized by congestion, phlegm and a wet cough. And many with CV do have that.
The breathing issue with the new tech- related illness is likely because that particular
frequency is known to directly interfere with oxygen, limiting its uptake in humans. Some
sufferers were seen to have collapsed right on the street (you tube videos), suddenly ill after
showing no earlier symptoms whatever. You don’t see that with a virus. But we may never
know the truth about any of it as the Chinese have locked all its sufferers out of the public
view.
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
More About the New Technology
The new big deal wireless technology runs on 60 Ghz using millimeter waves, quite
different from the Wi-fi. In promotional materials they're touted as a huge advance with
“unique properties” around its relationship to weather ( Read: air and water).
The first cases of illness (later called CV whether true or not) were in the city and district
that launched a new pilot program for the dangerous wireless technology as well as where
1300 base stations were opened in in 2019. That same tech was also beamed to the ships
whose occupants became sick and were quarantined. It’s proudly touted as a beneficial
connectivity feature in Cruise Line brochures.

The New Earth Orbiting Satellites
The cruise ships say in their brochures that they use MEO – Medium Orbit Satellites-- There
are now 20 orbiting the equator to beam the new tech to customers. Its freely admitted on the
site that the band they use impacts and is impacted by life’s water & air, revealing that its the
millimeter waves they’re using, not the usual, far less dangerous WiFi frequencies.
Very likely there’s a connection here to the control of populations (how perfect for
dictatorships!) We knew the internet and so on could and would be used That reality may be
bigger and closer and more dangerous-- for some of the most diabolical reasons-- than we
know. And our health is now at stake in it all as well.
The Most Deadly Wave of All
Certain airwave frequencies are unlicensed and free. The most prominent company
involved in the new tech says on their website that around satellites beam at 60 ghz ( the
most dangerous & protested one) over 90% of the globe. Being impacted & impacting both
oxygen & water, it has serious, very different impacts from Wi-Fi.
The frequency run by the new satellites, etc. stands out as the very WORST for life. So
why would the FCC choose to make that band free? Apparently it has some coveted
surveillance or other benefits that some say fits into a larger, hidden plan that may well be the
true global threat after all. Interesting, yes? The video link below tells why, and why its use
requires its connection to this particular health hazard.
Don’t- Miss, Fresh Video*
---> If you care at all about a future life, watch this brand- new, (quite different than the
previously sent one) uncomplicated & eye- opening video. But to me its not all bad-- My own
spiritual bent says the Higher Power may use this to help us get united-- and free-- if we’re
lucky and do our part. Video about this issue, electro -magnetic fields, what you can do, etc.


Human Respiration & Oxygen Uptake
The promotional materials on 5G freely admit that its millimeter waves have a very distinct
effect on oxygen and water-- the 2 most needed elements of human life. Evidence shows
they also affect human utilization of oxygen. Specifically the blood hemoglobin is altered and
hindered in uptake of oxygen. Breathing is distressed as the body is starved of oxygen.
As shown in company promotional materials, 60 g is 98% absorb-able by oxygen, deeply
affecting that element -- unlike ALL the other frequencies. The promo says it helps protect it
from interference for a faster, more seamless user experience. Its known- to- be - dangerous
impacts on human health and environment aren't mentioned in the PR.
More on Symptoms
*CV Sufferers Symptoms: 60% or more have respiratory symptoms, shortness of breath.
* Symptoms of Tech Sufferers: often include the breath issues plus arrhythmia (a symptom
that stymied doctors who didn’t know where it came from, not knowing that what they were
seeing was illness caused by micro-frequencies, not a virus) Many had shock which can also
come from problems with the circulation of oxygen. And many had acute cardiac injury which
can be from a shortage of oxygen to the heart. Some had acidosis of the blood, seizures,
fungus and/or mold, which is also not found with Cv or pneumonia.

Health & Environmental Impact Studies
Besically, there are no comprehensive studies on this. The E. P. A. and F. C. C., etc.
studies are pretty much non-existent, leaving the industry to make up their whole game with
no interference. And they too have done zero studies. But they do admit that 60 ghz waves
are absorbed by oxygen That’s just one major problem that we happen to know of. On one
world leading satellite company’s website it says they teams up with countries including the
U. S. for services including connectivity, surveillance, Intelligence, and the like. That is, they're
collaborating with governments, military, world leaders and god knows what. So fighting the
push for this new technology-- even mentioning it on social media without being followed,
stalked &/or censored-- is a monster.
It will take a whole lot of us and a lot of unity to fight it, the true world threat.
 What if people never find out the truth of what big tech has caused or its severe impacts on
our health? With all the money the companies have committed, that could easily happen.
Then how long, we wonder, will all the pandemic/ health stuff continue, and what other
aspects of life will it destroy?
____________________________________________________
As for the Pandemic, it may not be what we’re told...
COVID Testing Skewed?
Testing issues and concerns will likely continue, wherein many hospitals, etc., are sending
test samples to the WHO which some consider a possibly compromised entity as far as
transparency, vaccine truth and the push for more vaccinations and greater compliance to its
edicts.
With tests and results possibly suspect, skewed or compromised by moneyed interests,
the medical mindset may also be skewing this (whether on purpose or not) to its own
ingrained views, convenience and wallet.*
Medicine & Vested Interests
Have you noticed how today’s fervor over the pandemic is cementing loyalties to big
Medicine’s industries whom not everyone sees as benevolent protectors?) Everywhere now
people are mouthing stories that repeat what medicine and the media now are promoting. Are
we inadvertently programming or further indoctrinating ourselves and others in the medical
beliefs and practices that may well be responsible for the terrible state of health in the US and
around the world. Belief and reliance on medical ways, its teachings and practices had been
heightened in this crisis. Its set some of us to wondering... and you can bet it puts more
money and more power into those hands.
Alternate Viewpoints & Suggestions

In natural health, disease is from toxic accumulations in the body. Illness is seen as right
body action to clean out the toxins that impede the vitality. So when people get sick, in this
view, its not attributed to a germ as much as the susceptible state of health or disease in the
sufferer. So, in the eyes of natural healing in this period of quarantines and super- stresses,

one who is sick may have gotten that way because of the changes and lower resistance due
to the stress. Their body is initiating the illness as a way to expel the harmful build up of
debris that hampers their health. The elimination may come through vomiting, mucous,
diarrhea, fever, etc.
Instructions to rest and drink water stand true. Heeding the appetite’s directives, eating
less food helps the body to get its work done. If this is adhered to the body should triumph,
though it may take longer than you may would have hoped. The problem is often exacerbated
when medical treatment begins, Medicine sees the sickness as a threat to the organism
rather than (as natural health says) the body’s natural way to regain its vitality. Their solutions
involve interfering with the wise healing process that are the body’s own way back to health.
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

Follow- up Articles:

→ Stress, Disease Susceptibility, Pandemic Triggers & Alternatives

→ Health, Illness, Pandemics and Natural Health Perspectives


This Article: P
 andemic Panic: Suppressed Realities of Utmost Concern
A Must- read for life on earth!
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